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More strange things happening in Woyane occupied Ethiopia since Ethiopians revolted in the town of 

Bishoftu followed by in the city of Gonder that spread 

throughout the country to end the notoriously 

oppressive, extortive, divisive and deceitful Tigray 

People Liberation Front (TPLF) led ethnic apartheid 

regime that declared the longest State of Emergency in 

modern history of the nation.  

When the State of ‘Panic’ backed by regime’s Agazi 

paramilitary assassins killed 1000s of Ethiopians to save 

the crumbling ethnic apartheid wall didn’t work, TPLF 

unleashed its ‘ethnic Somali’ paramilitary pupate to crudely terrorize, displace and kill Ethiopian 

‘Oromos’ while busing its OPDO pupates to stage newfound love drama to ‘Amhara’ pupates -- insulting 

the intelligence of the people of Ethiopia once again. 

If you think about it, four decades later; TPLF elites’ lies run out of oxygen to overcome Ethiopians’ 
unwavering determination ‘ወያኔ አይገዛንም’ message and resorted to the same old love-and-hate 

drama reversed and repackage to pivot reality and overcome Ethiopians’ ውሸት ሰለቸን memorandum.    

Our wise people say, ‘የሌባ ደረቅ መልሶ ልብ ያደርቅ’ to describe those that live a life of duplicity and believe; 

repeating the same lies over-and-over again would help them get away with ‘murder’.  Noting reflects 

that reality than the incoherent coverage of make-believe Media operators that perpetuate the same 

old fairytales in different packages to portray; TPLF instigated ethnic apartheid regime and its Mafia 

Development State are legitimate. 

What make their agony more hilarious than otherwise is; their audacity to even think they are smart 

enough to outwit Ethiopians with village propaganda? We have to be honest. Ethiopians known wisdom 

of making jackasses out of her enemies without them even knowing it is undisputed historical fact and 

real. 

Take for instance TPLF affiliated Horn Affairs online magazine cadre Zeray Hailemariam’s Op-Ed; 

Ethiopian Federal System - What Is in It?” that appeared on London based  All Africa Media sourced 

from the ‘government’ run English Daily Ethiopian Herald to end up repackaged as ‘Ethiopia’s 
contradiction: Ethnofedralsim or Federalism?’ on the infamous Tadias Magazine, a New York based 

online Media that see, hear, speaks no evil of TPLF ethnic apartheid regime but everything else.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcmXW04v7Fo&feature=youtu.be
http://allafrica.com/stories/201711160849.html
http://www.tadias.com/11/16/2017/ethiopias-contradiction-ethnofederalism-or-federalism/
http://www.tadias.com/11/16/2017/ethiopias-contradiction-ethnofederalism-or-federalism/


No one knows whether cadre Hailemariam is asking himself, Ethiopians or foreigners.  But, it would have 

been appropriate for Tadias Magazine to ask “TPLF’s contradiction instead of “Ethiopia’s contradiction” 
If the aim to repackage TPLF propaganda was to earn a resemblance of legitimacy among Ethiopians in 

the Diaspora and foreigners alike as Media.     

Few weeks later (21 November 2017) another TPLF cadre by the name Berket Gebru on the same 

Ethiopian Herald’s Editorial titled “Ethiopia: Building Diplomatic Muscle Through Economic 

Development” found its way once again on the same All Africa Media to end up on the official TPLF’s 
mouthpieces in the diaspora like  Aiga, Tigray Online and the rest.  

Understandably, recycling repackaged lies to Ethiopians and the world comes naturally and expected 

from any illegitimate regime affiliated Media to pivot reality. But, to ask ‘what is in Ethiopian ‘Federal 

System’ or its supposed ‘contradiction’ nor to claim “Building Diplomacy Muscle trough economic 

development” weather you label it ‘Ethnofedralsim’, Federalism, Revolutionary Democracy or 

Developmental State can only come from co-conspirator of an illegitimate regime to disfranchise, 

confuse, divert and exploit the people or out of ignorance of the meaning of legitimate governance. 

How could any ‘Media’ contemplate -- by 100% voted regime is a government (federal or not) let alone 

legitimate and claim it is a Media is as strange as those that claim the regime is “democratically elected 
government”.     

Moreover, the irony the Addis Ababa based Horn Affairs Online Magazine that sole purpose is to 

manufacture deceit on behalf of TPLF ethnic apartheid regime is anything but a TPLF ethnic Apartheid 

Affairs on Ethiopia for any Media to use as a source shows; the depth and the determination to 

institutionalize deception to undo Ethiopia as a nation again.   

After all, ‘the proof is in the pudding’. The fact, Horn of Africa nations are not Amharic, Afan Oromo or 

Tigrigna speaking people as the Horn Affairs Magazine wanted the world to believe despite no one in 

the Region except Ethiopians use should tell us; the ‘reporters’ are either complacent to the reality of 

what TPLF is all about at best or committing treason by perpetuating fairytales to create one Horn of 

Africa Nation at worst to erase Ethiopia out of the map per the enablers’ instruction. There is no other 

explanation why Horn Affairs Magazine as its sister organization Horn of Africa Peace and Development 

Center were established.  

As I said before, TPLF is a dead-and-deadly mercenary turn Mafia regime walking by its own admission, 

deeds and subversion.  And, the more it put out love-and-hate or peace-and-war dramas backed by 

empty propaganda and ethnic paramilitary assassins the more it shorten the rope it hangs itself in 

disgrace as we are witnessing. Nor, its delusional apologists that pretend not to see, hear or speak of the 

deceptive, divisive, extortive and oppressive ethnic apartheid regime visible for the necked eye won’t 
escape responsibility for willfully skirting the reality.  No wonder Ethiopians demands ‘ወያኔ አይገዛንም’… 

‘ውሸት ሰለቸን’ fail in deaf ears.                                                                                                                                                                   

Don’t get it twisted. There is nothing wrong for self-proclaimed non-Ethiopian TPLF busing its ‘Tigre’ 
warlords and ‘Oromo’ pupates to showcase its newfound love for its ‘Amhara’ pupates for whatever it 

worth.  But, it won’t make iota of difference on the illegitimacy of the regime nor mean anything for 

rights and liberty of the people of Ethiopia until TPLF dismantle its ethnic terror and extortion networks 

and surrender for a legitimate government. There is no way out of that predicament.  

http://allafrica.com/stories/201711210633.html
http://allafrica.com/stories/201711210633.html


Therefore, whether you call it ‘Ethnofedralsim’, Ethnic Apartheid or Revolutionary Democracy -- hoping 

what TPLF warlords or their pupates said and do about Ethiopiawinet in language they hate and 

deprived Ethiopians not to speak, hear or read may distract some to forget the reality but, it won’t 
change ‘ወያኔ አይገዛንም’ demand. How hard can that be to understand for any halfway literate person? 

Ironically, the same ‘fire and hay’ Ethiopians Woyane told us do not mix not long ago all of a sudden to 

fall in love with each other told by the same Woyane warlords is music to Ethiopians’ ears worth 

repeating ውሸት ሰለቸን again. After all, what got love to do with busing one TPLF warlord or ethnic 

pupate or another to love or hate our people when the ethnic Agazi assassins and the junior ethnic Liyu 

mercenaries terrorize and kill our people at will at the same time to thwart Ethiopians’ demand ‘ወያኔ 

አይገዛንም’?  

Therefore, anyway we shake it or bake it, it all boils down to the question of legitimacy. Thus, the 64k 

question remained: Is Woyane legitimate by 100% as we are told or by 0% as Ethiopian voted?  

No one we know of captured the nature of TPLF Mafia Inc. and its desperate PR drama to overcome its 

illegitimacy than Professor Berhanu Nega, Chairman of Patriotic-Ginbot 7 Movement and member of 

the Ethiopian National Movement on his recent interview on ESAT Part 1 and part 2.     

If one pay close attention why many make-believe Medias failed to cover such reveling interview from a 

legitimate Ethiopian political leader that rattled the foundation TPLF’s apartheid from its core to earn 

him and his compatriots the honor of being labeled terrorists, you not only can figure out why ‘head-in-

the-sand Medias’ are instrumental keeping the illegitimate apartheid regime alive but, why they refuse 

to learn the unavoidable meaning of legitimacy to be relevant.      

But, beyond TPLF Mafia Inc.’s desperate drama for legitimacy and the make-believe Medias opting out 

from covering the political, social and economic reality is; contemporary political elites’ hate for TPLF 

ethnic apartheid and love for their version of ethnic apartheid at the same time or what Orwell referred 

as doublethink-- a mental capacity to accept contradictory beliefs at the same time.  

Short of explanation for such tragic and consequential behavior on the expenses of our people, it 

appears the zero-sum game political culture to stay on or climb up to illegitimate political power by any 

means has lots to do with it – leaving our people leaderless for vultures to dine as it was intended or as 

our wise people like to say; የፉክክር ቤት ሳይዘጋ ያድራል. 

Among one of the new development the zero-sum game political culture brought is the creation of a 

make-believe ethnic Amhara ‘opposition’ group in the last hour backed by Voice of Amhara Radio. 

Again, short of explanation why and the clandestine nature of the people behind would lead anyone to 

believe; sustaining ethnic apartheid by all means have everything to do with it. The fact it rapped itself 

with Ethiopian flag that doesn’t belong to it to deprive the rest of Ethiopians their cherished national 

flag that unite them right out of the infamous Manifesto that created TPLF alone speaks volumes; ethnic 

apartheid as a meal ticket to illegitimate power is the work of foreign enablers that kept TPLF alive. 

Again, don’t take it wrong. There is no whatsoever problem forming ethnic, religious, regional, 

national… political party, movement… or advocacy group and Media to challenge oppressive regimes’ 
violation of human rights and atrocities or corruption against any members of the Ethiopian family – 

providing no illegitimate claim of representation outside the free will of the people. But, what we are 

https://ecadforum.com/2017/11/16/berhanu-nega-on-the-current-ethiopian-political-affairs/
https://ecadforum.com/2017/11/20/berhanu-nega-on-the-current-ethiopian-political-affairs-part-2/
https://www.facebook.com/VoiceofAmhara/


witnessing is contrary to our people’s will to tell us; most new and old opposition groups and 

movements or Medias against the ethnic apartheid Woyane regime don’t pass the ‘smell test’ of 

transparency themselves – making a mockery of democracy, the Free Press, individual freedom and 

universal suffrage of the respective ethnic groups they claim to represent nor for the people of Ethiopia 

as a whole. The questions that remained unanswered are why and what do they want? 

Over a year ago (September 30, 2016) when I noticed the official Press Release; “Voice of Amhara to start 

service” on Morshe Wogene’s letterhead posted exclusively on a relatively new Satenaw Media with 

undisclosed operators, I asked; ‘Is TPLF putting vodoo sprit on Ethiopians?’  

Further investigation why Morshe Wogene put out Press Release on the little known Satenaw Media led to a 

blog https://satenawnews.blogspot.com/ to find out; the self-described Managing Editor Alyou Tebeje that 

also claims to be the Managing Editor of Ze-Habisha and Tenaadam Medias according to the blog.   Recently, 

Henok A Degfu that claim to be Editor in Chief of Ze-Habisha and Tenaadam Media was found per his 

LinkedIn profile (https://www.linkedin.com/in/henok-a-degfu-356a4059/) 

So far no one that run Tenadiam YouTube Channel Ze-Habisha frequently uses as its video feed from 

VOA, BNN, OMN…  Medias with questionable content from many unknown characters as oppose 

Tennaadam website that provide health and natural healing content to ask again; is it Tenaadam or 

Tenaawodem?  

But, when the infamous Jawar Mohammed of ‘Oromo First’ and ‘Ethiopia out of Oromiya’ advocate 

appeared on VOA Radio on Oct 25, 2017 introduced as activist and Managing Director of Oromo Media 

Network (OMN) through Tenaadam YouTube channel posted on Ze-Habisha Media to show his new love 

for new founded ethnic Amhara opposition rapped with Ethiopian flag in Amharic language he hated 

and deprive Oromo Ethiopians not to hear and speak followed by  multiple appearance on ZeHabisha 

Media to analyses ‘the current Ethiopian affairs’ , it conformed my suspicion; the coordinated ‘drama’ 
has nothing to do with love of ‘Amhara’ or the reality of what the Woyane apartheid regime is doing but, 

everything to do with sustaining ethnic apartheid at the expenses of the people of Ethiopia to force me 

ask again; is it TPLF 2.0  disguised? 

Notwithstanding Jawar’s transformation (real or fake) from incoherent and contradictory statement of 

the past about the people of Ethiopia, Ethiopia and Amhars are refreshing to hear, the reality of what 

our people are going through under TPLF ethnic apartheid rule is worth asking; can unrelenting ethnic 

arsonist transform into a firefighter to put out the ethnic fire he helped started? 

Short of answer and knowledge of the motive of our contemporary ethnic political elites, 

Mesfin Feyesa, a calm and collected Ethiopian dissecting Jawar’s search for new and old ethnic 

partner to fulfill his version of ethnic apartheid on the people of Ethiopia via segregating our 

people in the tradition of his old and new partners is enlightening.  

Quite honestly, listening Mesfin Feyesa talk about the secret of Ethiopiawinet and the behavior of 

dysfunctional political elites in general is priceless. He reminded me of what our wise forefathers use to 

say; ከአህያ ጋር የዋለች ጊደር ፈስ ተምራ ትመጣለች or better yet, አላዋቂ ሳሚ ንፍጥ ይለቀልቃል.   

Dr Matebu Benti’s several articles particularly an article titled “Toxic Propaganda Targeted at Ethiopia 

and Ethiopian Unity: the Divisive Strategies  better summarizes our contemporary political elites’ 

http://www.satenaw.com/voice-of-amhara-radio-to-start-service/
https://satenawnews.blogspot.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/henok-a-degfu-356a4059/
https://www.youtube.com/user/tenaadamnews/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fY2gf2_Zd64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xY3ydG4Uzds
http://ethiopia.mynews.club/news/toxic-propaganda-targeted-at-ethiopia-and-ethiopian-unity-the-divisive-strategies.html
http://ethiopia.mynews.club/news/toxic-propaganda-targeted-at-ethiopia-and-ethiopian-unity-the-divisive-strategies.html


dysfunctional behavior of making up fairytale to accomplish their mission at the expenses of the people 

of Ethiopia.  

Therefore, blaming the symptom (Jawar’s ‘doublethink) not only would be a coup out from 

addressing the fundamental cause of dysfunctional behavior of our contemporary elites’ that 

brought the Ethiopian Crises they have been milking for decades.  

Jawar is a young and restless elite with elephant size ambition for illegitimate political power. 

Armed with immaterial education from prestigious Western institutions and a little recognition 

from make-believe Ethiopian and some foreign Medias with the usual ‘bigotry of low 

expectation reserved for African elites; Ethiopians got the public face of dysfunctional ethnic 

elite Jawar i.e. advocate for ethnic-religious apartheid and as well as global activist for universal 

human and democratic rights and peaceful resistance rolled into one global political analyst 

running ethnic Media to make the universally rejected ethnic Apartheid look legitimate for 

Ethiopians only. Coincidence?  

Once again, as the Feb 2017 article; “The ‘Ethiopian Crisis’: Isn’t the intellectual elites’ willful ignorance 
that caused the crises?” suggested -- our dysfunctional elites behaving like drunken sailors with impunity 

isn’t by accident but, by design to remain relevant in their quest for illegitimate political and economic 

power at the expenses of the people of Ethiopia.  

The irony contemporary political elites that supposedly oppose TPLF ethnic apartheid rule while 

promoting it at the same time says more about who is behind them as they scramble in all direction to 

be what they are not.    

In that regard, the latest addition Morshe Wogene Amhara organization (www.moreshwegenie.org) rapped 

with Ethiopian flag and backed by Voice of Amhara Radio with a separate Facebook Page 

(www.facebook.com/pg/VoiceofAmhara/about/?ref=page_internal in collaboration with Tenaadam Youtube 

channel, Ze-Habisha and Satenaw Media is a good example what is wrong with foreign concept of ethnic 

apartheid for the people of Ethiopia.     

When that wasn’t enough, Amhara Professionals Union (www.ambapu.org) established “on November 

15th  2016” with undisclosed individuals on its official website (www.amharaamerica.org) and Amhara 

Association of America founded “on July 12, 2016” with unidentified individuals on the official 

Facebook Page (https://www.facebook.com/Amhara-Association-of-America-975707695863042/) also 

rapped with Ethiopian flag came out of nowhere.  

The only public record found that identified the ‘Co-Founder of Amhara Association of America is per 

US Senate Subcommittee Hearing on Bill 168 when Tewodrose Tirfe testified in front of US Senate on 

behalf of AAA he ‘co-founded’ after the Bill was introduced by other advocacy groups. It is not clear why 

Tewodrose Tirfe failed to disclose the founders and officers of AAA’s identities and credentials on the 

organization official Facebook Page and what relationship may be if any with Amhara Professionals 

Union and Morshe Wogene Amara Organization all created in the same year according to public record.  

Moreover, how three ‘independent’ Amhara organizations and a Media all rapped with Ethiopian flag 

were created right after Gonder revolt with no information on the individuals provided on their 

http://ecadforum.com/2017/02/12/the-ethiopian-crisis-isnt-the-intellectual-elites-willful-ignorance-that-caused-the-crises/
http://ecadforum.com/2017/02/12/the-ethiopian-crisis-isnt-the-intellectual-elites-willful-ignorance-that-caused-the-crises/
http://www.moreshwegenie.org/
http://www.ambapu.org/
http://www.amharaamerica.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Amhara-Association-of-America-975707695863042/
https://www.facebook.com/Amhara-Association-of-America-975707695863042/
https://www.facebook.com/Amhara-Association-of-America-975707695863042/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRu7hErDHvU
http://www.ambapu.org/
http://www.ambapu.org/


respective official websites or Facebook Page -- claiming to represent ethnic Amhara in the last hour is 

the million dollar question every legitimate Media and organization must demand answer.  

At the meantime, observing what ZeHabisha, Satenaw and Tenaadam YouTube channel put out to 

undermine the united movement against TPLF apartheid regime should make every Ethiopian wonder if 

they are who they claim to be or a replica of the same old make-believe Medias that sustained ethnic 

apartheid in disguise.   

It is abundantly clear by now, TPLF’ Love-Hate and War- Peace drama is double crime on the people of 

Ethiopia to preserve a dying Apartheid system in hope of sustaining its oppressive, extortive, divisive and 

deceitful ethnic rule as long as possible to finish up its grand mission it was created for. Thus, as 

expected; Ethiopians’ determination ‘ወያኔ አይገዛንም’… ‘ውሸት ሰለቸን’ message failed on deaf ears.    

What isn’t clear yet is why parties backed by the make-believe Medias that supposedly oppose the 

ethnic apartheid regime play cat-and-mouse to promote the rejected tribalism unless they are the flip 

side of the same coin to keep ethnic apartheid alive as a means to illegitimate power?                     

Therefore, the need for independent Media monitoring group to  overcome the confusion and diversion 

is needed more than ever.                                                                                                                                                                              

Over the years Ethiopians witnessed wannabe Medias made a mockery of the reality, the Free Press, 

democracy and the rights and liberties of the people of Ethiopia over-and over-again until ESAT came to 

change the Ethiopian Media landscape forever.  As expected and unfortunately undermining ESAT came 

not only from the rogue regime’s affiliated Medias but make-believe Medias with clandestine operators 

too.  

By default, the official mouthpieces of TPLF Mafia Inc. are purveyors of fairytales to sustain the ethnic 

apartheid regime that benefit them.  But, what isn’t clear is the rest of ‘Medias’ that proclaim to be 

independent to shade light on the reality for the people of Ethiopia to make informed decision to 

achieve their liberties and democratic rights.  

Notwithstanding most ‘Medias’ are political hacks pushing their version of fairytale for their political, 

social and economic end visible for the necked eyes, it wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say; many are 

TPLF operatives in disguise. If that isn’t the case; they wouldn’t skirt the root problem of Ethiopia by 

picking and choosing news and opinions from questionable sources.  

Take for instance the Sep 2017 article Ethiopia: Informal Channels Raise Red Flag On Forex Earning by 

Desta Gebrehiwot and posted on Satenaw Media with no verification of who Desta Gebrehiwot may be 

and where the source of the article originated nor who runs the informal foreign ‘exchange channels’ in 

the diaspora and in Ethiopia.    

 

Apparently, the source of the article Satenaw failed to revile is the government owned Ethiopia Herald 

where Desta Gebrehiwot is ‘employed’ where many ruling party affiliated ‘reporters’ frequent as a 

platform for foreign Media like All Africa, AP, AFA and the like to spread fairytale to the world. His own 

LinkedIn profile reviles; Gebrehiwot first and only job and experience for undisclosed period is the same 

Ethiopian Herald for Satenaw Media to ignore before putting out the ruling regime’s propaganda out. 

This kinds of negligence or conspiracy is the tip of the iceberg what is being done in the name of the 

Free Press to undermine the people struggle to be free from tyranny.   

 

http://www.satenaw.com/ethiopia-informal-channels-raise-red-flag-forex-earning/
http://allafrica.com/stories/201709140729.html
https://www.linkedin.com/in/desta-gebrehiwot-b106b38a/


Thus, the absence of Media monitoring group empowered many Media wannabes like Satenaw, Ze-

Habisha, Tadias and Horn Affairs Magazine, EthioMedia to mention a few knowingly as it was intended 

or unknowingly out of ignorance slip in unverifiable propaganda without being challenged -- causing 

more confusion.  

In fact, the very reason they don’t disclose their background, association and whereabouts on their 

official website is precisely to avoid public scrutiny for their shady journalism.  

The question; ‘who monitor the reporters’ remained the single most pressing issue for the people of 

Ethiopia to sort out the ‘merchants of deceit and diverters of reality from truth tellers to help Ethiopians 

make informed decision on who is responsible for undermining their struggle for freedom and 

democracy.  

I argue, TPLF operatives led Medias remained the most treacherous purveyors of fairytale followed by 

head-in-the sand Medias that divert Ethiopians from the reality on the ground for their own sinister 

agenda and political expediency.  

The sooner they are monitored, identified and made to account for the public; the faster the rogue 

apartheid regime disappears in a tin air and the sooner freedom bell rings. After all, isn’t the purveyor of 

fairytale that held the people hostage responsible from Ethiopians achieving freedom and democracy? 

 


